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Given a finite set E of n symbols (n 21 2), a family S 

of subsets of E (called vertices) form an abstract polytope (E,S) If 

the following three axioms are satisfied. 

[I] Each vertex Is a subset of m symbols of E 

(m <_ n). 

[II] Every subset of m + 1 symbols contains either 

zero or two vertices. 

Before stating the third axiom let us Introduce two definitions. 

0      * 
Adjacency - Two vertices V  and V  are said to be adjacent (or 

neighbors) If V U V  has cardinality m + 1. 

Path - A sequence of vertices V..,...,V.  is called a path if V., V... 

are adjacent for 1 ■ l,...,k-l. 

0      * 
[ill]  Every pair of vertices V  and V  can be joined by 

a path V0 - V^...,^ - V  such that V.C V U V 

1 - 1,...,k. 

The dimension of (E,S) is defined as n - m, and the Graph of 

(E,S) is defined as the graph which is formed from the vertices of S 

and the arcs which join adjacent vertices. 

Note that by axioms [1] and [11] every vertex in (E,S) has 

exactly n - m neighbors. 
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Theorem     Given an abstract polytope (E,S) If two vertices   V     and   V 

in    S    each contain the same symbol (say    x)    there Is an x-path 

joining them.  I.e., there exists a path such that every vertex along 

the path contains    x. 

Abstract polytopes Include as special cases simple convex 

polytopes.    The latter can be represented as non-degenerate bounded 

feasible linear programs.    The analoguous theorem states:    If two 

feasible bases have a column In common,  then It Is possible to pass 

from one to the other via a sequence of adjacent feasible basis changes 

all of which have the column in common.    The usual proof is to assign 

as linear objective the maximization of the variable of the common 

column.    Then two paths exist one from each of the Initial feasible 

bases to an optimal basis.    All bases along each path have the column 

In common.    Hence If there Is a unique optimal basis, the paths may be 

joined together to form a simple connecting path.    It is not hard to extend 

the result to the non-unique case as well.    For abstract polytopes, how- 

ever,  there are no basic variables nor an objective function, hence a 

different proof is required. 

If r is any subset of E, we denote by card (r), the cardinaltly of r . 

Proof      Case 1 - card    (V0LJv*) - m + 1. 

In this case   V     and    V     are adjacent so   V , V     is   an 

0 * x-path joining    V      and   V . 

Case 2 - card    (V0Uv ) - m + 2. 

Let    E1 - V0U V*    and    S1 - {V e SIVCE1}.    By axioms   [1]   - 
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[Ill], (E ,S ) Is a 2-dlmenslonal abstract polytope. Hence the graph 

G of (E ,S ) forms a simple cycle. Thus there are two separate paths 

Joining V  to V . Suppose the theorem Is false, i.e., in each of 

the two paths there exists a vertex (say V  and V ) such that 

x ^ V1 and x i V11. But then card (^U V11) <_ m + 1, so either 

V ■ V  or v  Is adjacent to V . Both cases contradict the 

cycle structure of G. 

Therefore, at least one of the two paths Joining V  and V 

Is an x-path. 

Case 3 - card (V0U V*) >. m + 3. 

Let F-E-x and R - {V E s|v CF}. If R-0 then 

0      * 
obviously there exists an x-path Joining V  and V  (by axiom [ill]). 

If R 4 0 then (F,R) is n-m-1 dimensional abstract polytope. By axiom 

[ill] there exists a path V0 - V1 Vk - V* in S. If V1 ^ R 

for all 1 ■ l,...,k then V-,...,V.  is an x-path Joining V  and 
it 

V . If not, let f and I   be, respectively, the first and last index i 

such that V. e R. Since (F,R) is an abstract polytope there exists 

a path Vf - R.,...^ ■ V^ such that R, E R 1 > l,...,p. Let 

S.,...,S  be respectively, the neighbors of R.,...^  in S-R.  (Note 

that every vertex in R has a unique neighbor in S-R, while a vertex 

In S-R can be a neighbor of zero or several vertices in R.) 

Since R., R.+,  (1 - l,...,p-l) differ by exactly one symbol 

it follows that the adjacent S. and S.,.  (formed by adjoining the 
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eonmon •ynbol   x   to   R^   and   R1+1)   differ by at «ott two •yobolt. 

Thtu by CMM 1 and 2,   B±   and   8.^,    (1 • lt...tp-l)   caa ba jelaad 

by an »-path.   So that» la an x-path Joining   8.    and   8 ;   lat m danota 

this x-path by   S. "8,»...»8. ■ 8_. 11 4P 

It folloiro that      V   - V ,...,Vf.2, Sj^,....^, V^,...,^ - V    la 

an x-path Joining   V     and   V . 

Q.B.D. 
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